Increased Fall Precipitation in the Southeastern United States Driven by Higher-Intensity, Frontal Precipitation
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Abstract: During 1895–2018, fall precipitation increased by nearly 40% in the southeastern United States due to increased circulation around the western North Atlantic Subtropical High, which enhanced moisture transports into the region. We find here that these increases in southeastern U.S. fall precipitation manifested almost entirely as increases in precipitation intensity, not frequency. Further, the enhanced moisture transports increased precipitation totals far more on the highest-intensity precipitation days than on the lower-intensity days, leading to nearly all of the increase to be delivered on extreme (top-5% intensity) precipitation days. Eighty-seven percent of the fall precipitation increase was driven by non-tropical storms (mostly frontal), not tropical cyclones, though the proportion of precipitation falling as either storm type did not change. Further research is needed to evaluate whether these observed precipitation increases are likely to continue, stabilize, or reverse.

Plain Language Summary: Fall precipitation increased over the twentieth century in the southeastern United States due to increased wind-driven moisture transport from the Gulf of Mexico. Although fall is tropical cyclone (hurricane) season, it was non-tropical storms (mostly frontal) that dominated the precipitation increase. Further, the fall precipitation increase manifested as an increase in storm intensity, not frequency. The most intense 5% of non-tropical storms accounted for nearly three quarters of the increase in fall precipitation in the southeastern United States during 1895–2018. Climate models project that warming-induced humidity increases will also intensify storms, which would add to the wind-driven intensification detected thus far. If the observed wind-driven increase in intense precipitation continues and is added to by the effects of rising humidity, severe flooding from extreme frontal storms could become more common and severe in this region.

1. Introduction

The intensity and frequency of precipitation events increased across much of the contiguous United States during the 20th century, and these increases are projected to continue throughout the 21st century (Carter et al., 2018; DeGaetano, 2009; Easterling et al., 2017; Kunkel, 2003; Kunkel et al., 2003; Kunkel, Karl, et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2013; Villarini et al., 2012). Increases in precipitation intensity (Carter et al., 2018), precipitation frequency (Bishop & Pederson, 2015), streamflow (Allen & Ingram, 2002; Hayhoe et al., 2007), and flood occurrence (Mallakpour & Villarini, 2015) have also been observed across much of the contiguous United States. Future changes in precipitation intensity and frequency have important implications for flood risk (Milly et al., 2002), human health (Greenough et al., 2001), water resources (Alcamo et al., 2007), ecosystems (Reichstein et al., 2013), and agriculture (Rosenzweig et al., 2002).

Across much of the eastern United States, total annual precipitation increased during the 20th century (Hartmann et al., 2013; Pederson et al., 2013; Seager et al., 2012), largely driven by increases during the fall season (September–November; Easterling et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2009). In the southeastern United States, fall precipitation increased by nearly 40% during the 20th century and altered the region’s annual cycle (Bishop et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2017). This increase in fall southeastern U.S. precipitation was driven by enhanced wind circulation around the western ridge of the North Atlantic Subtropical High, but the ultimate cause of this circulation change remains undiagnosed (Bishop et al., 2019). The means by which the fall precipitation increases in the southeastern United States manifested have also not been evaluated and key questions remain. For example, is increased fall precipitation in the southeastern United States related to tropical cyclones or extratropical storms? Are the increases a result of greater
storm frequency or increased precipitation intensity? Assessing the mechanisms of moisture delivery from transient (daily)-timescale weather systems could yield additional insight into the large-scale processes driving long-term fall wetting in the southeastern United States.

Fall-season extreme precipitation in the tropical and subtropical Atlantic basin is commonly associated with tropical cyclones given that the climatological peak of the Atlantic hurricane season occurs during August–October (Landsea, 1993; Moore et al., 2015). This tropical influence is strong along the Atlantic coast of the United States and in the southeastern United States north of the Gulf of Mexico where the frequency of U.S.-landfalling tropical cyclones is at its maximum (Khouakhi et al., 2017; Kunkel, Easterling, et al., 2012). The influence of tropical cyclones on extreme precipitation in the southeastern U.S. increased in the late 20th century, particularly along the Atlantic coast (Knight & Davis, 2009; Kunkel et al., 2010). Therefore, it is pertinent to investigate the influences of tropical cyclones versus non-tropical storm types (e.g., frontal) on southeastern U.S. fall precipitation. Storm-type classification has been broadly applied in synoptic meteorology and climatology research (e.g., Kunkel, Easterling, et al., 2012; Maxwell et al., 2017; Sheridan, 2002). Evaluating the historical contributions of storm types of varying intensities would provide valuable detail to our understanding of the large increases in fall precipitation that occurred in the southeastern United States over the past century.

Here, we investigate the influences of daily precipitation intensity, frequency, and storm type on the observed increases in fall precipitation in the southeastern United States during 1895–2018. Our analysis seeks to answer the following questions:

1. How did extreme precipitation affect the observed fall precipitation trend in the southeastern United States?
2. Did the observed fall precipitation trend in the southeastern United States align with a specific storm type such as tropical cyclones?

By addressing these questions, we gain a better understanding of how the observed increases in southeastern U.S. fall precipitation have been generated, which is critical to determine the ultimate causes and possible future trajectory of these trends.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Study Region and Data

We define our study region as the southeast United States-Gulf of Mexico (SE-Gulf), a geographic box immediately north of the Gulf of Mexico (29 to 37°N, 98 to 84°W; see Figure 1a) that bounds the area with largest fall wetting trend in the contiguous United States (Bishop et al., 2019). Daily precipitation totals for 1895–2018 were derived from the U.S. subset of the daily Global Historical Climatology Network version 3.26 (GHCN; Menne et al., 2012). To ensure the stations represented a continuous record, weather stations were only included if, for at least 75% of 1895–2018 years, all three fall months (September–November) had valid observations of precipitation total on at least 95% of days. Ninety-nine stations met these criteria in the SE-Gulf region. To avoid biasing the regional mean toward areas with high station density, records were gridded by averaging across all station records within 2° × 2° geographic boxes. A SE-Gulf regional mean record of daily precipitation total was then calculated using a land-area weighting among grid boxes. We also evaluated fall precipitation records using the monthly 1/24°-gridded National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climgrid dataset (Vose et al., 2014) to assure that the trends and interannual variability were consistent across data sets. Linear least squares trends in fall precipitation were calculated across the contiguous United States for Climgrid and across the southeastern U.S. study region for both GHCN and Climgrid.

To evaluate atmospheric circulation and precipitation efficiency (precipitation divided by precipitable water) for 1948-2018, we use daily gridded climate data from the National Center for Environmental Prediction and National Center for Atmospheric Research Reanalysis (NCEP-NCAR; Kalnay et al., 1996).

2.2. Influence of Storm Intensity

To address how the mean intensity and frequency of daily precipitation impacted fall precipitation trends during 1895–2018, we used the SE-Gulf regionally-averaged GHCN fall daily precipitation record to
calculate fall frequency and intensity of daily measurable precipitation totals (>1 mm/day). For each individual fall season during 1895-2018, frequency is defined as the number of days with measurable precipitation and mean intensity is defined as the mean daily precipitation (intensity) on fall days with measurable precipitation. We then disaggregated fall precipitation totals into components driven by frequency or intensity, calculated annually as

\[ P_{\text{int}} = f \cdot \text{int} \]  
\[ P_{f} = f \cdot \overline{\text{int}} \]  

Figure 1. (a) 1895-2018 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climgrid fall precipitation trends (colors) with individual Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) trends (inset scatterplot). (b) Time series of fall SE-Gulf precipitation for Climgrid and GHCN, and the absolute difference between the two time series. (c) The contributions of the frequency (black) versus intensity (red) of daily precipitation to the 1895-2018 fall SE-Gulf precipitation trend. (d) Contributions from quantiles of daily precipitation totals to the trend. (e) Frequency (black) versus intensity (red) contributions of the most intense 5% of daily precipitation totals to the trend. Brackets bound 95% confidence intervals (c-e).
To investigate the contributions of changes in precipitation within different daily intensity classes, we separated days into nonoverlapping intensity deciles (0-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%, etc.) with the last decile further separated into 90-95% and 95-100%, where 95-100% represents the top 5% intensity for days with measurable precipitation (hereafter referred to as “extreme precipitation”). Total fall precipitation from each quantile was then summed for each year:

\[ P_{yr,x-y\%} = \sum_{n=1}^{91} (P_{n,yr} | P_{x\%} < P_{n,yr} \leq P_{y\%}) \]

where \( P_{yr,x-y\%} \) is total fall precipitation in quantile “x-y\%” for year “yr” (e.g., \( P_{1895, 95-100\%} \) is total fall precipitation in quantile 95-100% for 1895), \( n \) is the sequential day during the fall season (e.g., \( n=1 \) is September 1 and \( n=91 \) is November 31), \( P_{n,yr} \) is the precipitation total on day “\( n \)” in year “\( yr \)”, and \( P_{x\%} \) and \( P_{y\%} \) are daily precipitation quantile threshold values calculated from all daily precipitation totals during the fall season between 1895 and 2018. This calculation creates a time series during 1895-2018 of total fall precipitation resulting from daily precipitation for each intensity quantile. Linear trends were calculated to quantify the contribution of precipitation within each quantile to the total fall precipitation trend.

2.3. Influence of Storm Types

As tropical cyclones are common during the fall season in the southeastern United States (Kunkel, Easterling, et al., 2012), we disaggregated the fall precipitation record into contributions from tropical cyclones and non-tropical storms. Daily precipitation from tropical cyclones for 1895-2018 was defined using the revised Atlantic Hurricane Database (HURDAT2; Landsea et al., 2015). We defined tropical cyclones as tropical depressions, storms, and hurricanes, excluding other HURDAT2 classifications that included extratropical and subtropical cyclones and tropical waves. Following a modified approach from Kunkel, Easterling, et al. (2012), tropical cyclone days were categorized when a tropical cyclone’s minimum central pressure was within 5° in both latitude and longitude from the SE-Gulf bounding box. The remaining days with measurable precipitation were classified as non-tropical precipitation, which includes frontal, extratropical, and subtropical cyclones, and other classifications. To evaluate circulation anomalies associated with each storm type, daily NCEP-NCAR sea level pressure (SLP) and vertically-integrated surface-700 hPa moisture flux anomalies were averaged across tropical and non-tropical cyclone days (all and extreme precipitation days) during 1948-2018.

Although fall is the peak season for tropical cyclones, non-tropical frontal storm types have been shown to dominate fall precipitation in the southeastern United States (Kunkel, Easterling, et al., 2012; Maxwell et al., 2017). We classified frontal storm types following the methods in Text S1 in the supporting information. Daily NCEP-NCAR SLP and moisture flux anomalies were averaged across frontal days for comparison with anomalies on non-tropical precipitation days.

To evaluate the effects of each storm type on the fall precipitation trend, we calculated fall daily precipitation total, mean intensity, and frequency for each year from each storm type following the methods from section 2.2. Linear trends were then calculated for each subset to evaluate total contribution to the long-term (1895-2018) SE-Gulf fall precipitation increase.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Fall Precipitation and Influence of Storm Intensity

SE-Gulf fall precipitation computed from NOAA Climgrid increased by 37% (86 mm) and GHCN increased by 42% (97 mm) during 1895-2018 (Figures 1a and 1b). The fall precipitation trends were positive for all 99 GHCN stations, ranging from 2 to 131% (Figure S1 in the supporting information), indicating a coherent increase among the SE-Gulf stations with the longest and most complete precipitation records. The records of SE-Gulf regional fall precipitation total calculated from GHCN and Climgrid correlated strongly (\( r = 0.99 \)). The GHCN record is used for the remainder of the analyses because they require daily precipitation totals.

After disaggregating the fall precipitation record into mean intensity and frequency contributions, mean intensity was the dominant driver (101%; 98 mm) of the linear increase during 1895-2018, with negligible contributions from frequency (1%; 1 mm) and interaction of intensity and frequency (-2%; -2 mm;
The vast majority of these intensity-driven increases in SE-Gulf fall precipitation were driven by increases in the highest daily precipitation totals. This is consistent with the findings of Michaels et al. (2004), who evaluated relationships between precipitation intensity and trends in annual (not fall) precipitation totals. When partitioning SE-Gulf GHCN daily precipitation into intensity quantiles, the precipitation total on days with extreme precipitation (top-5%) had the strongest positive linear trend (86 mm), accounting for 89% of the total SE-Gulf fall precipitation trend. The remaining intensity quantiles had trends ranging from -11 mm (-11%; 70th-80th intensity percentiles) to 15 mm (16%; 90th-95th intensity percentiles; Figure 1d). Among extreme precipitation days (top-5%), an increase in extreme frequency was the primary driver of increased precipitation in this quantile (91%; 79 mm), while mean intensity contributed to 9% (8 mm) of the increase (Figure 1e). These results indicate an increase in the number of precipitation days surpassing the top-5% intensity threshold.

While the number of extreme (top-5%) precipitation days in each fall season in the SE-Gulf increased from 1.7 to 5.7 days, a ~238% increase ($p<0.05$), the total number of fall days with measurable precipitation did not change significantly ($p>0.05$). The increase in precipitation did not occur as a consistent increase across all intensity classes, which would have manifested in Figure 1c as a decrease in the lowest intensity classes to account for the increase in the higher intensity classes. Instead, the increases in precipitation intensity predominantly occurred among the highest-intensity days (Figure S2), indicating that the increase in SE-Gulf fall precipitation occurred due to an intensification of the strongest storms.

Bishop et al. (2019) demonstrated that the increase in SE-Gulf fall precipitation was due to a mean-state increase in low-level southerly moisture transport due to enhanced southerly wind from the Gulf of Mexico. Given our results here, it becomes essential to address why a mean-state increase in moisture transport would increase precipitation for the most intense storms. To investigate, we calculated regionally-averaged daily 1948-2018 NCEP-NCAR vertically-integrated meridional moisture flux over the Gulf of Mexico (29 to 21°N, 98 to 84°W; see Bishop et al., 2019, for methods) and separated into moisture flux quantiles (most southerly: 90-100%, most northerly: 0-10%). We then calculated the median and interquartile range of precipitation totals, column-total precipitable water, and precipitation efficiency for days within each moisture flux quantile. The same calculation was made for precipitation efficiency estimates partitioned by precipitable water quantiles.

As southerly moisture flux from the Gulf of Mexico increases, SE-Gulf fall daily precipitation intensity responds exponentially, while the amount of SE-Gulf precipitable water increases logarithmically (Figures 2a and 2b). This suggests that as moisture flux into the SE-Gulf increases and relative humidity rises, so does the proportion of water vapor that is converted to precipitation. Confirming this relationship, precipitation efficiency in the SE-Gulf increases linearly in response to southerly moisture flux and precipitable water (Figures 2c and 2d), indicating that increased moisture flux into the SE-Gulf leads to both increased precipitable water and precipitation efficiency, which act together to amplify precipitation intensity.

### 3.2. Influence of Storm Types

We next investigated the impact of tropical cyclones and non-tropical storms on fall precipitation. Both storm types are associated with low-level moisture transport to the SE-Gulf region from the Gulf of Mexico. Composites of SLP on days when tropical cyclones caused SE-Gulf precipitation indicated cyclonic circulation around a low-pressure minimum in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Figure 3a). The horizontal SLP gradient and cyclonic circulation around the low-pressure minimum were strengthened during extreme tropical cyclone precipitation days (Figure 3b).

When tropical cyclones were not impacting the region, SE-Gulf precipitation was associated with a Rossby wave pattern across North America with low SLP anomalies across the eastern and midwestern United States, and high SLP anomalies in Nova Scotia and, to a lesser extent, the northwestern United States. This ridge-trough pattern drives southerly moisture flux anomalies from the Gulf of Mexico and moisture convergence in the SE-Gulf region (Figure 3c). This pattern was amplified during extreme precipitation days (Figure 3d). These non-tropical SLP composites feature strong horizontal gradients in SLP and surface temperature along warm or cold frontal boundaries. The majority of non-tropical total precipitation (67%) and days with precipitation (61%) were classified as frontal. Surface circulation composites of these frontal days
were nearly identical to those of non-tropical precipitation days (Figures S3 and 3c and 3d). This is consistent with the dominance of frontal storm types in the fall precipitation climatology (Kunkel, Easterling, et al., 2012) and rapid drought cessation from high-intensity precipitation events (Maxwell et al., 2017) in the southeastern United States.

Figure 2. Composite maps of 1948-2018 SE-Gulf (a) Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) daily fall precipitation totals partitioned by quantiles of Gulf of Mexico daily vertically-integrated (surface-700 hPa) meridional moisture flux. (b) Column-total precipitable water partitioned by meridional moisture flux quantiles. (c and d) Precipitation efficiency partitioned by quantiles (x axis) of meridional moisture flux and precipitable water, respectively. Bars represent median daily precipitation for each quantile, brackets represent interquartile range, and red lines represent exponential (a), logarithmic (b), and linear (c and d) fits to medians. For meridional moisture flux, the largest quantiles represent the most positive southerly moisture flux values.

Figure 1. Composite maps of 1948-2018 National Center for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) sea-level pressure (colors) and surface-700 hPa vertically-integrated moisture flux (vectors) anomalies for days with measurable precipitation from (a and b) tropical cyclones or (c and d) non-tropical events during all days (a and c) and top-5% intensity days (b and d).
Despite the fact that fall is the peak tropical cyclone season in the SE‐Gulf, tropical cyclones did not dominate the fall precipitation record. Non‐tropical precipitation constituted the vast majority of the total SE‐Gulf fall precipitation during 1895‐2018, accounting for 89% of the total fall precipitation and 91% of the frequency of precipitation days during 1895‐2018. During 1948‐2018, 60% (56%) of total fall precipitation (frequency) was frontal, 11% (9%) was tropical, and 29% (35%) was not classified as either tropical or frontal. In terms of linear trend contribution, tropical cyclone precipitation only accounted for 13% of the total SE‐Gulf fall precipitation increase (Figure 4a), which was primarily driven by mean intensity (14% of fall precipitation trend) rather than frequency (<1%; -1% from interaction; Figures 4b and 4c and S4). Non‐tropical precipitation accounted for the other 87% of the fall precipitation trend (Figure 4d). This increase in non‐tropical precipitation was also primarily driven by mean intensity (87%) rather than frequency (<1%; Figures 4e and 4f and S4). These results indicate that the increase in SE‐Gulf fall precipitation has come about largely as an increase in the intensity of non‐tropical (mostly frontal) precipitation events. Importantly, the proportion of precipitation occurring in non‐tropical versus tropical storms had no trend during 1895‐2018. This suggests that the larger increase in non‐tropical precipitation arose simply because non‐tropical precipitation totals are climatologically much higher than tropical precipitation totals in fall.

Next, given the increase in fall extreme precipitation, we evaluated the role of the most extreme storm types in driving the SE‐Gulf fall precipitation trend. Extreme tropical cyclone precipitation accounted for 17% of the total fall precipitation trend (Figure 4g) and accounted for all of the increased precipitation caused by tropical cyclones (Figure 4a). This increase in extreme tropical cyclone precipitation was primarily driven by an increase in the frequency of the most intense tropical cyclones (18% of fall precipitation trend) rather than an increase in the intensity of these storms (-2%; 1% from interaction; Figures 4h and 4i and S4). Extreme non‐tropical precipitation accounted for nearly three quarters of the fall precipitation trend (72%; Figure 4j), also primarily driven by increased frequency of intense non‐tropical events (64%) rather than an increase in the intensity of these events (8%; Figures 4k and 4l). These results indicate that the SE‐Gulf fall precipitation increase has been predominantly driven by increases in extreme non‐tropical (mostly frontal) precipitation events. This is consistent with the climatologically high proportion of frontal storm types among extreme precipitation events in midlatitude regions (Catto & Pfahl, 2013).

Figure 4. 1895‐2018 SE‐Gulf fall precipitation contributions from (a‐f) all and (g‐l) extreme tropical cyclone (first and third columns) and nontropical (second and fourth columns) days for total (top row), mean intensity‐driven (middle row), and frequency‐driven (bottom row) precipitation. Fall precipitation from tropical cyclones and non‐tropical storms are shown in red and blue, respectively. Total fall precipitation from all storm types is shown in black and is common to all panels. Linear regressions are thick lines.
4. Conclusions

Substantial increases in southeastern U.S. fall precipitation during 1895–2018 were driven mostly by increased precipitation intensity, with little change in the number of precipitating days. The increase in precipitation intensity occurred as an intensification of the strongest storms leading to more precipitation events exceeding the extreme (top 5%) threshold. Despite falling tropical cyclone season, the intensified precipitation events that led to the increase in fall precipitation totals were mostly frontal storms. Tropical cyclone intensity also increased slightly, however. Our previous research indicates that the observed increases in non-tropical precipitation intensity that we report here have been driven mainly by enhanced mean atmospheric circulation around the western ridge of the North Atlantic Subtropical High, which led to increased moisture transports into the southeastern United States from the Gulf of Mexico (Bishop et al., 2019). Our findings here provide further insight into how increased southerly moisture transports from the Gulf of Mexico have manifested as increases in southeastern U.S. fall precipitation.

It remains to be seen whether the observed increases in extreme southeastern U.S. fall precipitation will continue, level off, or reverse direction in the coming years. Model projections suggest that anthropogenic climate change should enhance southeastern U.S. fall extreme precipitation over the next century, but with relatively little change in total fall precipitation (Singh et al., 2013). Continued increases in frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation combined with projected increases in daily dry extremes (Singh et al., 2013) could lead to an increased potential for costly and life-threatening floods in the southeastern United States (Trenberth et al., 2003). The effects of extreme precipitation on flood risk are highly complex and may be most potent in small-to-medium sized runoff basins that can be highly affected by single events (Kunkel et al., 1999). The most severe flood events in the southeastern United States are often associated with tropical cyclones, such as Hurricane Harvey in 2017 (Emanuel, 2017; van Oldenborgh et al., 2017). However, non-tropical (mostly frontal) systems compose the vast majority of the southeastern U.S. fall precipitation in terms of both total precipitation and number of storms. It is therefore reasonable to suspect that continued intensification of non-tropical storms would enhance the risk of severe flooding as extreme precipitation totals become more commonplace among already frequently observed frontal storm types. While the thermodynamic (humidity-driven) contribution to the southeastern U.S. fall precipitation trend has been small relative to the dynamic (wind-driven) contribution (Bishop et al., 2019), the projected warming-induced increase in atmospheric moisture content is expected to amplify extreme precipitation increases globally (Allan & Soden, 2008). In the southeastern United States, models do project daily precipitation extremes to intensify due to anthropogenic warming (Pendergrass et al., 2017), but the observed, circulation-driven increases in fall precipitation in this region far exceed simulated trends (Bishop et al., 2019). Should the as-yet undiagnosed circulation-driven increases in extreme precipitation continue, and if these co-occur with model-projected increases in extreme precipitation that is driven by increases in humidity, it follows that the resultant increases in storm intensity could increase flood risk beyond that which may be inferred from current climate-model projections of precipitation. Further research is needed to understand the drivers of the observed enhancement in large-scale circulation around the western ridge of the North Atlantic Subtropical High. Such an understanding is critical to accurately characterize the roles of natural versus anthropogenic climate variability in southeastern U.S. hydroclimate and anticipate the full range of variability of hydrological extremes in this flood-prone region.
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Erratum

In the originally published version of this article, equation (1b) was incorrect. This error has since been corrected, and the present version may be considered the authoritative version of record.